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Abstract

In this paper, we present an approach and im-
pact of isometric neural machine translation on
the automatic dubbing process. The length of
generated isometric translated sentences ranges
within a ±10% of the source text. We propose a
hierarchical and multilingual approach toward
generating isometric translation via publicly
available MUST-C, WMT, and IIT-Bombay(en-
hi) datasets. Our experiments use namely, Ger-
man(de), French(fr), Russian(ru), Italian(it),
and Hindi(hi) languages. Additionally, we im-
plement a paraphrasing module with Opuspar-
cus(fr,de,ru), PAWS-X(fr,de) and Topaco(ru)
datasets for German, French, and Russian lan-
guages to enhance the vocabulary and main-
tain the isometric constraints. In performance
analysis, we report the average length range of
source to translation, 55.15% for all languages,
while ru exhibits the highest with 62.475% and
a relative improvement of 23.04% from the
baseline OPUS-MT model.

1 Introduction

Isometric translation is a relatively new concept
in neural machine translation. As video content
reaches worldwide, it becomes crucial to localize
it for different regions. One of the major problems
faced while translating media content is the syn-
chrony between the translated output and the visual
content. This problem mainly occurs due to a con-
siderable variation in vocabulary between different
languages. [1] state that the ideal length of the
generated output should be within ±10% range of
the source length. The recent machine translation
models do not have any parameters to control the
length of the output sequences.

To solve the problem mentioned earlier, we fine-
tune different pre-train language models using the
prompt engineering method. The initial step in all

our methods is to identify the appropriate prompt.
We use the approach described in [2] to generate
prompts while training. Prompt engineering is an
efficient way to perform transfer learning while
fine-tuning a model.

In this paper, we present, an empirical analy-
sis of our different translation and paraphrasing
models. In our approach, the best performing trans-
lation model is OPUS MT and the most efficient
paraphrasing model is mBART [3]. However, we
train the paraphrasing model only for German, Rus-
sian and French because of the limited number
of languages supported by paraphrasing datasets.
We use a combination of Opusparcus and Topaco
datasets for Russian, and Opusparcus and PAWS-X
datasets for French and German. As per our knowl-
edge, while writing this paper, we cannot find a
standard paraphrasing corpus for Italian and Hindi
languages.

2 Background

In this section, we further explain neural machine
translation in section 2.1, and its corresponding
controlling output length in section 2.2 with lexical
and length constraint.

2.1 Neural Machine Translation

For a language pair with parallel data as 1, an MT
model parameterized with θ, trains to maximize
likelihood on the training sample pairs 2.

D = {(si, ti) : i = 1, . . . , N} (1)

L(θ) = θargmax

N∑
i=1

log p (ti | si, θ) (2)



2.2 Controlling output length of MT
Several attempts have been made to control the out-
put length attributes, this includes user preference
for desired length summarization [4] or using of
multiple extractive summarization algorithms for
strict length constraints [5], use of side-information
[6] or source text involvement and formality [7] [8].
There can be 2 major approaches for constraining
sequence length using MT: i) lexically constrained
translation, ii) length constrained translation.

2.2.1 Lexically constrained MT
This section includes lexical integration of length-
constraint in NMT, either via constrained train-
ing or decoding. [9] replaced recognized entities
(URL and number) with place-holders which are
then detokenized during post-processing. [10] em-
ployed a transformer model, augmenting source
phrases with target translations to maintain transla-
tion consistency while also allowing the machine
to learn lexicon translations by duplicating source-
side target terms. On the contrary, [11] leverage
the effectiveness of Levenshtein Transformers by
injecting terminology constraints at inferences time
without any significant impact on decoding speed
while also mitigating the re-training procedure.

2.2.2 Length constrained MT
[1] injects length control information via the posi-
tional encodings of the self-attention, thus enrich-
ing the input embedding in source and target with
positional information. [12] extend this approach
by computing the distance from every position to
the end of the sentence, which is further summed
with input embedding in the decoder network. [1]
combines the methods for biasing the output length
by i) conditioning the output to target-source length
ratio and ii) enriching the decoder input with rela-
tive length embeddings computed according to the
desired target string length. [13] involves translat-
ing sentences in source language containing pause
marker information and integrates verbosity control
of phrases between consecutive pause markers.

3 Proposed Methodology

Our methodology incorporates the approach pre-
sented by [2]. As shown in figure 1, our model
architecture comprises two main components: 1)
Translation module and 2) Paraphrasing Module.
We experiment with multiple models for both trans-
lation and paraphrasing. Our best approaches con-
sist of OPUS MT [14] as the translation model and

I don’t know what every transistor
in the connection machine does.

<normal> I don’t know what every
transistor in the connection
machine does.

Source Text

Preprocess &  
Attach Prompt

Preprocessed Text

Machine Translation Model
Translated Text

Tokenize Data 

MT Output (Greedy)

Reverse-Prompt  
(using target to source length)

Paraphrase Model

mBART
Paraphrased Output

OPUS MT
Ich weiss nicht, was jeder
einzelne Transistor in
der Verbindungsmaschine  macht.

Ich weiß nicht, was jeder Transistor
in der Verbindungsmaschine macht

Figure 1: This is the system pipeline of our best-
proposed method. After the first step of attaching length
prompts, we pass the data from our fine-tuned transla-
tion model(OPUS-MT). Further, we pass these trans-
lated sentences through a paraphrasing model(mBART)
for de,fr,ru.

mBART paraphrasing model. The intuition behind
paraphrasing is to increase the vocabulary of the
target language. As the primary purpose of iso-
metric translation is to control output length, the
paraphrasing model, when used with prompt en-
gineering, helps us adhere to this constraint. For
example, the sentence "The name of this person is
John" can also be written as "This is John." This ex-
ample is a precise instance of how paraphrasing can
vary the length of generated translated sentences. It
is only possible when the model can understand the
semantics of a sentence and have the vocabulary
to rewrite it. The following two subsections will
further elaborate on our two modules.

3.1 Machine Translation

As mentioned earlier, we use OPUS MT for trans-
lation. OPUS MT is trained on 108 different lan-
guages and performs very efficiently on most lan-
guages. Figure 2 describes the general architecture
of the OPUS MT model. The OPUS MT model is
trained using the Marian NMT framework [15] and
constitutes 6-self attentive layers in both encoder
and decoder network with 8 attention heads in each
layer. However, using baseline OPUS MT does not
yield ideal results, as evident in table 4. To comply
with the length constraints, we make use of prompt
engineering methods and leverage the flexibility
of multi-task learning. Our model learns which
sentences fall within the normal, short, and long
range through prompts. While testing, we add a
normal prompt to all input sentences so that model



language model dataset BLEU Score BERT Score Length Ratio Length Range

de
OPUS-MT MuST-C + WMT 42.3 0.85 1.087 49.81
OPUS-MT +
few short mBART

MuST-C + WMT + Opusparcus + Paws-X 29.1 0.83 1.04 50.55

OPUS-MT +
mBART

MuST-C + WMT + Opusparcus + Paws-X 29.9 0.83 1.05 51.95

it OPUS-MT MuST-C 34 0.84 1.045 57.032

fr

OPUS-MT MuST-C 44.8 0.87 1.08 49.6
OPUS-MT+ MT5 MuST-C 42.3 0.85 1.12 51.3
OPUS-MT + MT5 MuST-C 38 0.86 1.11 46.4
OPUS-MT + few short mBART MuST-C + Opusparcus + Paws-X 40.9 0.85 1.03 57.33
OPUS-MT + mBART MuST-C + Opusparcus + Paws-X 41.2 0.85 1.04 61.81

ru

OPUS-MT MuST-C + WMT 22.7 0.84 1.005 54.517
OPUS-MT + few short mBART MuST-C + WMT + Opusparcus + Paws-X 20.8 0.82 0.95 58.934
OPUS-MT + mBART MuST-C + WMT + Opusparcus + Paws-X 21.7 0.83 0.967 62.475
MT5 MuST-C + WMT 5.6 0.76 0.732 19.3

hi OPUS-MT IITB-En-hi 11.9 0.84 0.941 42.521

Table 1: Evaluation scores of various experiments. In this table, we state the language-wise experiments along with
the datasets used

Source - Target
Langauge

Total
Instances

Avg. Source
Length

Avg. Target
Length

Length
Ratio

Length
Range %

MuST-C
en-fr 275K 101.78 112.31 1.141 37.65
en-de 229K 100.77 108.84 1.319 36.93
en-it 253K 103.97 108.2 1.076 47.66
en-ru 229K 104.25 102.14 1.044 43..212

IIT-B Corpus
en-hi 1.65M 74.81 72.92 1.043 46.95

WMT
en-de 4.5M 138.26 152.45 1.204 28.12
en-ru 2.5M 107.33 98.75 1.18 38.29

Tapaco
ru-ru 29K 26.38 26.35 1.025 49.45

Opusparcus
ru-ru 150K 15.81 15.84 1.059 54.948
fr-fr 940K 19.3 19.31 1.079 39.34
de-de 590K 19.63 19.64 1.074 39.33

PAWS-X
fr-fr 940K 120.94 122.32 1.004 82.61
de-de 50K 119.02 118.24 1.003 85.27

Table 2: Dataset Statistics

generates isometric output.

3.2 Paraphrasing & Length Correction

This module significantly improves our score con-
cerning the isometric constraints. As mentioned
above, the main goal of applying the paraphras-
ing module is to enhance the vocabulary to write
sentences with similar meanings in different ways.
After exhaustive experimentation, we find that the
mBART model is most suitable for paraphrasing.
We chose a multilingual version of BART [3] be-
cause of its auto-encoding capabilities, which al-
lows it to fully comprehend the language of the
text it is parsing, thus making it the best fit for para-
phrasing tasks. mBART is a model for text genera-
tion in different languages. As seen in table 2, it is
evident that the paraphrasing module improves the
length ratio and length range significantly.

This module also implies a few-short learning ap-
proach via prompt engineering as described by [16].
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Figure 2: A detailed architecture diagram of our transla-
tion model OPUS-MT

The prompts while training are decided similarly
to the translation module. However, the difference
here is in selecting prompts while making infer-
ences. Given that this model follows the translation
module, we slightly employ a different methodol-
ogy for choosing the prompts for the predictions.
We use the paraphrasing module to shorten the



long translated outputs or lengthen the short trans-
lated outputs. Equation 3 represents the process
of finding the appropriate prompt for paraphrasing
prediction.

f (x) =

{
long, LR < 0.95
short, LR > 1.10

(3)

In equation 3 LR is computed by the length of
generated translated text divided by the source text.
We do not apply paraphrasing to the translated sen-
tences under the normal range. The paraphrasing
module’s reverse prompts improve our results and
indicate that few short learning is performing as ex-
pected. This also indicates that the mBART model
successfully understands the length constraint dur-
ing paraphrasing.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe dataset details in sec-
tion 4.1, hyper-parameter settings in Section 4.2
and training procedures in Section 4.3

4.1 Dataset

We implement different datasets for translation and
paraphrasing module. As shown in table 1, for ma-
chine translation, we use the Multilingual Speech
Translation Corpus (MuST-C) [17] for translating
majority of our source languages. We also use
the Statistical Machine Translation Dataset (WMT)
[18] for German (de) and Russian (ru). Addition-
ally for translating Hindi (hi) we use the IIT-B
English-Hindi Corpus [19]. Next, we use a com-
bination of Opusparcus [20] and PAWS-X [21]
datasets for most of our Paraphrase training tasks,
However, due to unavailability of PAWS-X dataset
for Russian (ru), we utilize the Tapaco dataset [22]
which is a sub-extracted paraphrase corpus derived
from the Tatoeba database [23].

4.2 Hyper-parameter Settings

We used 4 Tesla V100-PCIE GPU for all experi-
ments with a memory size of 32510 MiB each. Due
to resource constraints, we train each of our models
for 1 epoch with a batch size of 32. We apply a
learning rate of 2 × 10−5 with a weight decay of
0.01. We implement the AdaFactor optimizer [24],
which internally adjusts the learning rate based on
the scale parameter and relative/warmup steps.

4.3 Training

In this section, we will discuss details of all experi-
ments performed. In [2], the hierarchical approach
was implied only on the French MUST-c dataset
with OPUS-MT and MT5 [25] models. This paper
extends that approach to five different languages
and includes mBART in the paraphrasing module.
Our results stand out, and the mBART model per-
forms better than MT5 as a paraphrasing model.
This paper also uses reverse-prompt in the para-
phrasing module, significantly impacting the re-
sults.

We employ prompt engineering on OPUS-MT
and MT5 translation models because languages like
Italian (it) and Hindi (hi) lack a standard paraphrase
dataset. There are very few MT models that support
en-hi translation, we utilize only OPUS-MT for this
task.

We also implement a singleton MT5 model that
performs translation and paraphrasing of 5 sup-
ported languages using the prompt engineering
method. We utilize the MT5 model for this single-
ton approach, one of the most optimized multi-task
learning models. We use two additional prompts
in this approach: 1) Translation and 2) Paraphras-
ing. The translation prompt signifies that the model
will translate the given input, and the paraphras-
ing prompt signifies that the model will generate
isometric sentences from the translated sentences.
Further, these two prompts were combined with
length prompts. In this model, we use the MUST-C
dataset for translation and PAWS-X and Topaco for
paraphrasing. However, the sentences generated by
this MT5 model are very absurd. After our analy-
sis, we find that the model is mixing up different
languages. One possible reason for this is the small
dataset size (approx 200K) for each language.

In our experimental setup, we adopt a prompt-
based few-shot learning strategy for the paraphras-
ing task. The model utilizes a small sample of
the training dataset(approx 500) and then tries to
integrate the derived model with the predictions ob-
tained from the MT model. The comparative scores
achieved by assessing using the same technique are
listed in table 1. The few-shot model can constrain
the output length adequately while also preserving
the semantical aspects of the MT. We employ the
few-shot learning strategy to train the pre-trained
mBART model like the main paraphrase module.
Instead of facilitating downstream fine-tuning via
pre-training on different corpora, we focus on using



Source Text Translated Text Reverse-Pormpt Paraphrased Sentence CL Length BERT Score

I don’t know what
every transistor in
the connection machine
does.

Ich weiss nicht,
was jeder einzelne
Transistor in der
Verbindungsmaschine
macht.

Short

Ich weiß nicht,
was Jeder Transistor
in der
Verbindungsmaschine
macht.

70 0.964

Normal

Ich weiß nicht,
was der einzelne
Transistor in der
Verbindungsmaschine
macht.

77 0.951

Long

Ich weiß nicht,
was der einzelne
Transistor in der
Verbindungsmaschine
macht.

77 0.951

Say, "Please repeat
that process."
Score them again.

Sag: "Bitte wiederholen
Sie diesen Vorgang.
" Zählen Sie sie
noch einmal.

Short Bewerte sie nochmal 20 0.749

Normal
Sag, "Bitte wiederhole
diesen Prozess."
Bewerte sie.

52 0.979

Long
Sag, "Bitte wiederhole
diesen Prozess" und
bewerte sie nochmal.

63 0.908

Table 3: In this table the first & second column represents the source & the generated translated text respectively.
The third column shows the value of reverse-prompt that we append on the translated output generated by our model.
fourth column represents the paraphrased text generated by our paraphrasing module. CL is the character length of
the paraphrased sentences.

accessible data samples to perform few-shot learn-
ing. We utilize the prompt-engineering techniques
to extend the pre-trained model’s performance for
the specific task of paraphrasing non-isometric text.
We use a similar data configuration for the follow-
ing source languages: de, fr, and ru.

5 Result and Analysis

For evaluating isometric translation outputs for we
use BLEU, BERTScore and length compliance.

• BLEU [26] score is a statistical method that
evaluates on the basis of n-grams in translated
and reference text. Particularly for isometric
translation, where the length of translated sen-
tence may vary from the reference text, BLUE
score is unable to capture the semantic mean-
ing.

• BERT score [27] however, uses pre-trained
contextual word embeddings to calculate co-
sine similarity between translated sentences
and reference text. BERT score is the most
appropriate option because it can evaluate
sentences based on semantics and is com-
paratively more robust while evaluating short
translation sentences.

• Length Compliance [28]. is isometric con-
straint specific evalaution metric which com-
prises of two measure: (1) Length Ratio and
(2) Length Range. Length Ratio is defined
as the ratio of source text by generated text.
Length Range is defined as the percentage of
sentences that falls within ideal span of length
ratio 0.90-1.10.

5.1 Evaluation Measures Analysis

Adhering to isometric constraints can negatively
affect the derived BLEU score as it depends on
the number of characters. The best performing
models for the isometric task across each source
language have a lower BLEU score, as seen in table
1. This dip in the BLEU score is fairly evident in
the languages that use the paraphrase module. The
paraphrasing module modulates sentence length to
conform to the interchangeable vocabulary. Each of
the following language pairs, (en-de, en-fr, en-ru)
have a high BLEU score for the baseline OPUS-
MT. However, the BLEU score changes abruptly
when the paraphrase module is applied, although
the value of length compliance metrics improves.
Consequently, we recommend the BERT score as a
similarity measure since it provides a more precise
similarity assessment while taking the semantical



Language Model BLEU Score BERT Score Length Ratio Length Range(%)

de
baseline OPUS 33.1 0.84 1.14 35.74
finetuned OPUS + mBART 29.9 0.83 1.05 51.95

it
baseline OPUS 31.3 0.82 1.037 54.662
finetuned OPUS 34 0.84 1.045 57.032

fr
baseline OPUS 45.4 0.86 1.149 35.41
finetuned OPUS + mBART 41.2 0.85 1.04 61.81

ru
baseline OPUS 20.4 0.83 1.001 50.776
finetuned OPUS + mBART 21.7 0.83 0.967 62.475

hi
baseline OPUS 9.9 0.83 0.844 31.911
finetuned OPUS 11.9 0.84 0.941 42.521

Table 4: Comparison of our language-wise best performing systems with the baseline OPUS-MT models

component of translations into account.

5.2 Comparison with Baseline OPUS

We see a significant difference in the length compli-
ance metrics when we compare our results with the
pre-trained OPUS-MT model. As depicted in table
4, our best performing models have shown improve-
ment compared to the respective baselines OPUS
models. In contrast to the baseline OPUS-MT mod-
els, our models can provide length-controlled out-
puts. In table 4, it is visible that the BLEU score
of the pre-trained OPUS-MT model is better than
our models in most of the cases; however, there is
no significant difference in the BERT score. These
statistics further reinforce our point of using the
BERT score as an evaluation measure for isometric
translation. Particularly for Russian, our predic-
tions Exhibit a high length range of 62.475% and
a Length Ratio of 0.967. Moreover, even though
the OPUS en-hi corpus is used for pre-training,
OPUS-MT consists of only 24M entries compared
to 421.5M for de, 550.7M for fr, 241.4M for it,
and 160M for ru, we were still able to improve the
BLEU score and BERT score.

5.3 Qualitative Analysis

Table 3 provides two instances that demonstrate
our reverse-prompt method. As mentioned in ear-
lier sections, reverse-prompt was designed to assist
the paraphrasing module in constructing length-
controlled phrases. As shown in the second in-
stance of table 3, when the short prompt is applied,
our model ignores the content enclosed within the
double-inverted commas. At the same time, the
long prompt tries to append extra vocabulary to
increase the prediction length. As shown in ta-
ble 3, all three types of outputs (short text, long
text, and normal text) exhibit a similar BERT

score except for some extreme cases. This con-
sistency in the BERT score represents that our
paraphrasing model maintains the semantic mean-
ing while controlling the length of the generated
output. When we applied the reverse-prompt ap-
proach to Google’s MT5 model, the results were
not promising compared to mBART. We believe
that mBART is more optimized for paraphrasing
tasks and prompt-engineering mechanisms.

5.4 Automatic Dubbing Analysis

The main purpose of isometric translation is to es-
tablish synchrony between the source speech and
the translated speech. As stated previously, the
ideal range of LR is 0.90 − 1.10 for source-text
translation with isometric constraints so that text-
to-speech(TTS) modules can produce a more syn-
chronous output. To analyse this statistic, we use
Amazon’s Polly(Joanna speaker) 1 and Google’s
text-to-speech(default speaker) 2 models. Figure
3 shows eight graphs, each representing the time
taken by AWS Polly for speaking source language,
target language, and our generated isometric trans-
lated sentences. We can see that the green and blue
lines tend to come together in most cases. This rein-
forces the claim made by authors of [28] regarding
the ideal LR value.

In contrast to AWS Polly, Google’s text-to-
speech model does not differentiate much between
our generated translated outputs and the target out-
puts. In figure 4 we can see that there is a lot of
overlap between the red line and the green line. It
is evident that AWS Polly was producing different
duration of speech, while Google’s Text-to-Speech
is not recognizing the difference for the same sen-

1https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
2https://cloud.google.com/

text-to-speech

https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
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Figure 3: Comparison of time-duration across source, target and prediction for all of the aforementioned models as
well as languages (de, fr, ru, it, hi) using Amazon Polly text-to-speech API. Here y-axis represents the duration of
speech and Blue, Red, and Green lines show the time duration taken by the model for uttering the source text, target
text, and generated isometric translated text.

tences. One possible reason can be that there can
be a different ideal range of LR for Google’s text-
to-speech model to generate isometric outputs. An-
other reason can be that Google cloud uses wavenet-
generated voices3, which are trained using raw au-
dio samples of actual humans speaking, which lead
to a more human-like emphasis and inflection on
syllables, phonemes, and words. On the contrary,
the AWS Polly produces a more auto-tuned version
of voices.

A point worth noting in figure 3 is that although
OPUS-MT + mBART model of en-ru achieves the
highest length range, the graph of fine-tuned OPUS-
MT model seems more convincing and aligned

3https://cloud.google.com/
text-to-speech/docs/basics

with the source speech. From table 1 we can see
that fine-tuned OPUS-MT of ru exhibits the Length
Ratio of 1.005, which is extremely close to the
ideal value 1. On the other hand, OPUS-MT +
mBART achieves the LR of 0.967. After our analy-
sis, we observe that although the LR of OPUS-MT
+ mBART falls within the isometric constraints, it
is shortening most of the sentences.

In our analysis, we also found that the ideal LR
can be changed based on the speed of the target
language. For example, French is a faster-paced
language than English, while German is slower
than English. Therefore the value of the ideal LR
for generating isometric outputs can be changed.
As for a less number of characters, a faster lan-
guage will match up with English while speaking.

https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/docs/basics
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/docs/basics
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and Blue, Red, and Green lines show the time duration taken by the model for uttering the source text, target text,
and generated isometric translated text.

However, if the number of characters are more in
a slower-paced language, it can cope with the En-
glish’s speed

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this work, we present a multilingual multitask
learning system, which derives relations from the
prompt-engineering technique, for fine-tuning the
MT models as well as discuss the influence of re-
verse prompt engineering strategy, which can as-
sist in paraphrasing text by utilizing the reverse
prompts obtained using the target to the source
character length ratio. We also present a compre-
hensive study for integrating several neural ma-
chine translation models with paraphrase models

for source language translations with output length
constraints. Additionally, We also investigate the
application of a prompt-based few-shot learning
technique for paraphrase models extended using
the previously trained fine-tuned MT models. How-
ever, other enhancements may be incorporated to
produce more optimal results. Firstly, there is a
shortage of generalized isometric data, limiting the
ability to evaluate the MT predictions for statis-
tical metrics such as the BLEU score while also
imposing significant constraints on training mod-
els for downstream isometric tasks. Next, Our re-
search on the singleton system reveals that existing
state-of-the-art multilingual models lack the ability
to generalize to the use-case of multilingual MT
tasks. Although, a generalization might be added



by inferring the MBart model, which can assess
language distinction. However, the tokenization
criteria, which prevents the simultaneous usage of
many target languages, poses a barrier. This could
be overcome by utilizing a reasonably distributive
word tokenizer. Finally, a lot of improvements can
be employed to the current output length control
techniques. A combination of positional encoding
via self-attention and prompt engineering technique
could be employed to signify a more robust isomet-
ric MT. Additionally, We can even evaluate the
systems predictability for various text-to-speech
model thus creating a more diversified length com-
pliance metrics enhanced for Automatic Dubbing.
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